The use of functional training – crossfit methods to improve the level of special training of athletes who specialize in combat sambo.
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Abstract: The article is devoted to the search for effective methods of training effects on athletes specializing in combat sambo. It was revealed that the main criterion determining the success of combat sambo wrestlers in the competitive activity will be the level of their special training. Moreover, this training includes special endurance of athletes, active dynamics of competitive contests and the speed of recovery of fighters after intense training and competitive loads. Besides, to increase the level of special endurance combat sambo wrestlers significantly it was suggested to include in the training process of combat athletes the method of intensive functional training - crossfit. In a year of studies the tests on the evaluation of the level of recovery of combat athletes after a specific load showed that the athletes using the training method - crossfit in their training sessions demonstrated significantly (P <0.05) the best recovery time after the load than the wrestlers who did not use this technique. These results allow us to recommend the methods of intensive functional training - crossfit to increase the level of functional fitness (special endurance) of athletes practicing mixed martial arts including combat sambo.
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Introduction: Different types of martial arts are very popular among the population of different countries primarily youth (children, adolescents and boys). Today, many young people choose the lessons of mixed martial arts, the synthesis of shock and throw technique, painful and suffocating techniques for themselves. According to the experts opinion they refer to mixed martial arts: various types of hand-to-hand combat, kudo, combat sambo, wushu Sanda, pankration, jujitsu, etc. (Ashkinazi, & Bavykin, 2014). Many of these types of martial arts are used by specialists not only for the purpose of teaching martial arts but also as effective means of increasing the level of health and physical fitness of various groups of the population (Chyu, 2010). However, it should be recognized that these types of martial arts have only been developed recently and have not yet a significant scientific and methodological base for training and training athletes. E. Cherepov argues that modern mixed martial arts need an effective scientific and methodological base for conducting training sessions which includes all significant achievements in the field of sports science (Cherepov, & Shaikhedtinov, 2016). Since the technical actions of athletes in mixed martial arts represent receptions from various martial arts (boxing, wrestling, jujitsu, etc.) and there are significant difficulties in developing educational training programs for athletes (Lahti, 2016). Despite the growing popularity of mixed martial arts in the world there is a significant lack of research devoted to the physiological requirements for practicing such sports (Dopico-Calvo, Morenilla, et al., 2016). Practical activities of specialists and coaches in mixed martial arts are based mainly on their subjective preferences and existing teaching traditions (Lenetsky, & Harris, 2012). Completely this statement can be attributed to combat sambo. Consequently, combat sambo is a relatively young sport and the technique of training qualified athletes has not yet been fully explored. Specialists point out that there are quite significant differences in the technical and tactical arsenal of wrestlers specializing in sambo and combat sambo (Dadelo, Mečkovskis, & Štarevičius, 2013). There are many problems impeding the way of sports perfection of athletes specializing in combat sambo. For example, the imperfection of the current training program for officers and employees in the law enforcement agencies of the Russian Federation is described as a fascination with striking action in the rack and inadequate possession of effective protection methods lying on the ground (Osipov, Kudryavtsev, Galimova, et al., 2017).

According to scientists, one of the main problems facing specialists in the field of modern sports science is the search for effective ways to achieve meaningful sports results provided to preserve their health by athletes
interval training with the functional training method - crossfit. This type of training included the most effective training on this program. By the way, the experimental group of athletes was asked to replace the circular and exercises for athletes specializing in mixed martial arts. Specialists attribute such exercises to jerking and jerking equal rest intervals (5 minutes) between series of exercises. The control group of martial artists continued squats with a bar on their shoulders (from 80% of their own body weight), squats on one leg, intense competition fights: circular and interval training (2 days per week for 1 hour). These exercises are a set maximum muscle strength of combat athletes and training aimed at developing special endurance athletes to activities. Physical training includes training in the gym (2 days a week for 1.5 hours) aimed at developing the of standing and lying fighting techniques, training fights (sparring) and physical preparation for competitive activities. The research was carried out in the Academy of wrestling named after D.G. Mindiashvili (Krasnoyarsk) with two groups of sportsmen practicing in combat sambo. Moreover, the duration of the study was during 1 year. The total number of athletes participating in the research was 60 people. The sports qualification of the candidates is the candidate for master of sports (n = 41) and the master of sports of the Russian Federation (n = 19) in judo, sambo and combat sambo. However, it should be noted that the age of athletes is about 20-21. The experience of wrestling is 7-8 years. For the study all athletes were divided into 2 equal groups: group 1 - experimental (n = 30) and group 2 - control (n = 30). The fighters were trained according to the training program for combat sambo wrestlers operating at the wrestling academy. This program includes daily training sessions lasting for 2-2.5 hours including the study and improvement of techniques for punching and kicking, techniques of standing and lying fighting techniques, training fights (sparring) and physical preparation for competitive activities. Physical training includes training in the gym (2 days a week for 1.5 hours) aimed at developing the maximum muscle strength of combat athletes and training aimed at developing special endurance athletes to intense competition fights: circular and interval training (2 days per week for 1 hour). These exercises are a set of different tasks (power or gymnastic exercises) performed by athletes for a certain time (10 minutes) with equal rest intervals (5 minutes) between series of exercises. The control group of martial artists continued training on this program. By the way, the experimental group of athletes was asked to replace the circular and interval training with the functional training method - crossfit. This type of training included the most effective exercises for athletes specializing in mixed martial arts. Specialists attribute such exercises to jerking and jerking (16, 24 and 32 kg) squats with a bar on their shoulders (from 80% of their own body weight), squats on one leg,
jumps on stands (from 50 to 120 cm), Sprinting, weight lifting (running with a partner on the shoulders), rope climbing on speed, etc. (Galimova, et al., 2017). The exercises were performed in series (the duration of each series was 5 minutes - the time of the competitive duel in combat sambo) with rest intervals between each series which are not more than 5 minutes. According to the rules of the Sambo and Combat Sambo competitions the rest interval between competitive fights is at least 5 minutes and during this time the wrestler must have time to regain his strength. It should be noted that the rest interval between the series of exercises is gradually decreased by 10-15 seconds every month. Thus, in 6 months of exercise interval between the series of exercises was 4 minutes and at the end of the study was 3 minutes.

Assessment of the level of adaptation of athletes to training and competitive loads should occur through informative, reliable and accurate assessment methods: tests, indices and functional samples (Podrigalo, Iermakov, & Jagiello, 2017). Both Russian and foreign experts propose to use special tests which are the fulfillment of throws both wrestling mannequins and one or several wrestlers for a qualitative assessment of the level of special endurance of combat athletes for a certain time (Zebzeev, & Zdanovich, 2013, Drid, Trivic, & Tabakov, 2012). In our studies, a special judo fitness test was used by S. Sterkowicz (Sterkowicz, & Franchini, 2001). The assessment of the athletes' special endurance level was carried out using a classification table developed by E. Franchini (Franchini, Del Vecchio, & Sterkowicz, 2009). A test was also used to determine the level of special endurance of athletes specializing in percussion technique (boxing, kickboxing, etc.) (Osipov, Nizhegorotsev, Ostanin, et al., 2013). The given test consisted in performance by sportsmen of the greatest quantity of power impacts on a boxing bag within 3 minutes (Gaskov, & Kuzmin, 2011). The tested athletes recorded heart rate both before the test and during the recovery period before the heart rate returned to normal.

The frequency of heart rate (pulse dynamics) according to many experts is quite informative and accessible characteristic of assessing the level of the functional state of athletes and the body's response to physical stress of varying intensity (Qiang, 2015; Romanov, Vasil'kov, et al., 2015).

Conducting studies on the control over the level of the functional state of combat athletes through the registration and subsequent evaluation of the electrocardiogram are recommended by many experts. A. Zavyalov recommends the use of ECG control in free and Greco-Roman wrestling (Zavyalov, et al., 2007) and A. Osipov controlled the dynamics of functional changes with the help of an electrocardiogram in sambo and judo wrestlers (Osipov, Kudryavtsev, Kuzmin, et al., 2016). In our studies, all the athletes underwent a standard test of assessing the level of the functional state and the body's response to physical stress. This test is the performance of the test run in place for duration of 3 minutes with a running speed of at least 180 per minute. All the examined athletes registered an electrocardiogram during the rest immediately after exercise by the wrestlers and during every minute of the entire recovery period (5 minutes). This test is widely used to assess the level of functional status of athletes specializing in different sports (Osipov, 2007). Periodic monitoring of the cardiovascular system allows to prevent the development of pathological conditions and to objectively assess the level of myocardial adaptation to physical stress by electrocardiography (Podrigalo, Volodchenko, Rovnaya, et al., 2017).

Statistical analysis of the results of the study was carried out using the program SPSS20. The reliability of differences in the results of the mean values in two interrelated samples was determined using Student's t-test.

Results

It turned out that the results of tests indicate a certain increase in the level of special endurance in martial artists both the control group and the experimental group. The recovery time of athletes after specific loads decreased in all tests.

The recovery intervals after the performance by athletes of both groups of special judo fitness tests at the initiation of the studies averaged: 2.06 ± 0.04 minutes in the wrestlers of the control group and 2.08 ± 0.06 minutes in the wrestlers of the experimental group. At the end of the study the recovery intervals were: 1.47 ± 0.03 minutes for the control group athletes and 1.44 ± 0.05 minutes for the fighters of the experimental group. Statistical analysis of the results of this test did not allow the authors to reveal statistically significant differences.

Moreover, the recovery time of the athletes of both groups after performing the test with applying the maximum number of power strikes at the boxing bag at the beginning of the study was: 2.29 ± 0.05 minutes for the athletes of the control group and 2.24 ± 0.08 minutes for the combat athletes of the experimental group. At the end of the study the results slightly decreased in the control group - 2.17 ± 0.08 minutes and significantly improved in the athletes of the experimental group - 2.03 ± 0.06 minutes. The difference between the mean values of the recovery intervals in the Sambo wrestlers of both groups was statistically significant (P <0.05).

However, the recovery intervals of the athletes after the standard test of assessing the body's reaction to physical activity (running on the spot for 3 minutes with a certain frequency of running steps) at the beginning of the studies were: 3.41 ± 0.06 minutes for the wrestlers of the control group and 3.49 ± 0.08 minutes for the athletes of the experimental group. At the end of the study, the recovery intervals for the athletes decreased: 3.32 ± 0.05 minutes for the wrestlers of the control group and 3.12 ± 0.04 minutes for the combat athletes of the
experimental group. Analysis of the results allowed to reveal a statistically significant difference ($P < 0.05$) between the data of athletes of the experimental and control groups.

An important point is that the main results of the authors' studies are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The recovery time after the control tests of the examined combat athletes at the initiation and at the end of the studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combat athlete (n=60)</th>
<th>Judo fitness test</th>
<th>Test with punching</th>
<th>Standart test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initiation of study</td>
<td>End of study</td>
<td>Initiation of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initiation of study</td>
<td>End of study</td>
<td>Initiation of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group №1 (n=30)</td>
<td>2.08±0.06</td>
<td>1.44±0.05*</td>
<td>2.24±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group №2 (n=30)</td>
<td>2.06±0.04</td>
<td>1.47±0.03</td>
<td>2.29±0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * - Inaccurately, ** - accuracy- $P < 0.05$

Discussion

According to the results of the research prove how important it is to use the techniques of intensive functional training of sport-martial arts practitioners and the need for qualitative changes in the scientific and methodological base of the existing training process in mixed martial arts in particular in combat sambo. The speed of recovery of athletes after intense training and competitive loads is one of the most important factors for achieving success in competitive activities (Osipov, Kudryavtsev, Kuzmin, et al., 2016; Bayykin, 2014). Unfortunately, the research data show that athletes training in sports programs for combatants in the sports schools did not demonstrate significant improvements in the recovery rates of the cardiovascular system after specific test loads. Similar results of the wrestlers of the control group clearly indicate the need to make changes in the training program for athletes in order to improve their level of functional preparedness. However, many trainers ignore the data of the latest scientific research and create a training process either on the basis of traditional methods of teaching some kind of martial arts (boxing, wrestling, judo, karate, etc.) or guided by one's own preferences or skills. It is important to remember that the those specialists, who have experience of practicing various types of wrestling, conduct training guided by the basic training of wrestlers and experts with experience in boxing or Thai boxing train athletes using the training base for fighters. An analysis of the level of technical preparedness of Russian police officers for the successful counteraction to armed criminals has shown that there is a clear separation in the training programs for police officers for shock and throwing equipment with a clear predominance of percussion techniques in the performance of combat techniques. This is because most specialists training police officers themselves specialized in various types of shock martial arts (Osipov, Kudryavtsev, Galimova, et al., 2017).

Actually, if we carefully consider the organization of the process of training and training athletes specializing in combat sambo in the Russian Federation it can be found that most athletes and combat sambo trainers come from sports sambo and judo. Naturally, these specialists organize the training process taking into account their own experience of practicing judo or sambo. But experts say that the process of competitive training of wrestlers of sambo and judo has significant differences from the training of combat sambo wrestlers (Dadelo, Mečkovskis, & Štarevičius, 2013).

In fact, it is recognized that one of the significant differences, according to the authors of the article, will be a different style of conducting competitive fights in sports and combat sambo. If in a sport sambo a duel is a match of two wrestlers performing only certain fighting techniques so then in combat sambo the shock equipment is added to the throws and techniques. The intensity of combat in combat sambo significantly increases and the level of stress on the cardiovascular system of athletes is also increasing. Accordingly, the method of training athletes specializing in combat sambo must differ somewhat in the direction of purposeful development of martial arts at the level of special endurance to intense competitive influences. Unfortunately, most trainers practice the methods of training influence which are for the preparation of classical wrestlers - athletes using only the technique of throws and restraints of an opponent. The level of special training (functional readiness and recovery after performing throws) in these athletes is quite high. At the same time, the results of the tests show that the level of recovery in martial artists both experimental and control groups after performing a special judo fitness test is approximately the same.

By the way, quite a different dynamics of the recovery of martial artists of both groups is observed when the athletes perform tests with blows on the boxing bag and running on the spot with high intensity. Since these loads are not typical for the wrestling match athletes training in the training program for sports combatants show significantly lower recovery rates after loads than athletes using intensive functional training techniques - crossfit. According to experts, a significant shortage of modern and effective functional training techniques can be observed today in many martial artists (Osipov, Kudryavtsev, Struchkov, et al., 2016). It should be noted that the use of methods of functional training - crossfit will allow fighters not only to increase the level of functional readiness but also to increase the level of development of other physical qualities, for example, strength.
Indicators of muscle strength are of great importance for athletes practicing different types of mixed martial arts as L. Podrigalo argues (Podrigalo, Iermakov, et al., 2016).

At the same time, there are scientific studies that do not recommend the use of intensive functional training methods - crossfit in daily training. It is advisable to allocate special days for such training (Mullins, 2015). In addition, studies show that targeted training influences using the training method – crossfit and they have a positive effect in two 60-minute sessions per week. The ECG test readings indicate an improvement in the level of recovery of athletes using cross-training after they perform a test load without impairing their functional state.

Conclusions

However, analysis of the scientific literature shows that there is a contradiction associated with the rapid growth of the popularity of mixed martial arts including combat sambo and the lack of a scientific and methodological base on effective training activities of athletes. Specialists point out that the activity of many coaches in mixed martial arts is not based on significant scientific and methodological material but on subjective preferences and existing traditions of different schools. Further research is needed to find ways to improve the effectiveness of the training process and the competitive activity of athletes practicing various mixed martial arts.

It should be noted that particular attention should be paid to the development of quality and effective methods to improve the level of special preparedness of martial artists for competitive activities. According to the authors opinion a significant increase in this level is possible only with the competent use of intensive functional training techniques in the training process. Studies show that the functional training methods - crossfit allow athletes to increase the level of special endurance significantly to the loads specific for athletes who practice mixed martial arts.
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